
ESSAY ECONOMIC FACTORS THAT CONTRIBUTED TO SLAVERY

The economic reasons posited for the abolition of slavery centre around the system not being as profitable as it used to
be to the British economy. The leading.

In the North and Great Britain, cotton mills hummed, while the financial and shipping industries also saw
gains. But even as tobacco waned in importance, another cash crop showed promise: cotton. Tariff taxes were
passed to help Northern businesses fend off foreign competition but hurt Southern consumers. In West Africa,
slave trade was much more common. The bonding of families with husbands, wives and children alike,
presented their notion of love to be inevitable. The American civil war began in the year of and lasted until the
year of  We now live in a world where slavery is considered not to be morale since it was abolished however
cases of slavery still exist today but are hidden from the public eye so well that no one even knows the exist.
The war was a result of conflicting ideological, cultural and economic ideas between both regions. People
were owned outright, unlike in The North. This is what African slaves were to the Southern colonists. The
way they chose who had the most power was by using families; whichever family had the most gold supply
had the highest power. The evidence and historical documents will show some of the economic and social
impacts the Slave Trade had on the African continent. During that years, some twelve million Africans were
transported to the Americas. Slavery and Slave Trade occurred in variety of cultures for over thousand of
years. Visit Website With ideal climate and available land, property owners in the southern colonies began
establishing plantation farms for cash crops like rice, tobacco and sugar caneâ€”enterprises that required
increasing amounts of labor. With all these factors amping up production and distribution, the South was
poised to expand its cotton-based economy. Southern states had little desire to embrace manufacturing as
businesses were based on low cost labour and so supported the right to sell cotton and purchase manufactured
items from any country. The English Empire was built on cash crop exportation such as tobacco, rice, and
sugar. In the case of the African states, it divided tribes and communities against one another. The upshot: As
cotton became the backbone of the Southern economy, slavery drove impressive profits. Ellis shows that many
factors went into decisions as theoretically simple as the location of the nations new capitol, to the morality of
slave trade. The African slaves resisted European diseases more than indigenous Americans and European
indentured servants; and, readily adapted to agricultural work in tropical climates. Whatever individual
motives people had, whether they were based on political ideology or economic motives, millions of men were
eager to fight and die. According to khanacasemy. In order to judge whether economic factors dominated
imperial reform during this period, an assessment of the causes and nature of reforms is necessary. Slaves
returning from the cotton fields in South Carolina, circa  The slaves helped make up an economic system,
where they were paid for by money, and produced crops that were turned into money. All knew that these
interests were somehow the cause of the war. Africans were brought as early as to support the masses of crops
growing throughout the colonies. Many slaves went through different experiences as they migrated from the
Atlantic Ocean to America. It is apparent there was a struggle of power between these two immortal beings
that went far beyond simple gender identity and equality, and delved deeply into the cultural schemata of the
master-slave paradigm. The South believed that this idea went against their Constitutional rights and that they
should be allowed to own slaves if they so desired. Also Europeans, which were only one million people
brought up 5. African states eager to augment their treasuries in some instances even preyed upon their own
peoples by manipulating their judicial systems, condemning individuals and their families to slavery in order
to reap the rewards of their sale to European traders. It even carried on to virtually years of Coalesced States
history. And newly invented steam engines powered these ships, as well as looms and weaving machines,
which increased the capacity to produce cotton cloth. Many people believed the cotton gin would reduce the
need for slaves because the machine could supplant human labor. Because of the larger population in the
northern region, greater technological advances and economic success lead to greater quantities of
manufactured goods, therefore slavery was gradually phased out. West Africa has many rainforest with drier
land towards the North, and Africans were hunters and gatherers. This not only caused an explosion in slave
transport, but by the year it made Charleston the center of the African slave trade in the colonies. The benefits
of slave-produced cotton extended to industries beyond the South.


